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Ipsos reinforces its leadership team with two new 
appointments to the Executive Committee 

 
 
Paris, 5 January 2023 – As part of our focus on best people and best technology in our 
2025 Growth Plan, Ipsos is pleased to announce two key appointments to our global 
Executive Committee: Valerie Vezinhet as Chief People Officer and Michel Guidi as 
Chief Operating Officer.  
 
Leading our global people strategy Valerie Vezinhet, Ipsos’ new Chief People Officer 
will work closely with Ben Page and the Executive Committee to support the Ipsos 2025 
Growth Plan. She will be focusing on leadership development and behaviours, our 
employee experience and all-round HR excellence. 
 
Since 2017, Valerie has been Head of Human Capital France & Francophone Africa in 
PWC. She joined SAP in 2011 as HR Leader in France and then Northern Europe, 
supporting the business transformation. In 2000, Valerie joined Accenture to the set up 
and support the growth of Avanade, a joint venture with Microsoft. 
 
The other key role is the new Chief Operating Officer role. Here Michel Guidi will oversee 
Ipsos’ Technology Platform, all Operations and Data Collection, and IT. He will focus on 
implementing a digital strategy that supports the business, enhancing client delivery and 
operations performance through increased speed and efficiency.  
 
A graduate from ESSEC, Michel joins Ipsos with a 23-year long experience in the Insights 
industry. For the past 17 years, he led Dynata’s international expansion as Managing 
Director International, as well as other activities in the areas of Operations, Product, and 
Innovation. Prior to this, he was Vice-President Operations at data collection pioneer Ciao.  
 
Ben Page, Ipsos CEO, commented “The addition of Michel and Valerie, two senior 
leaders with recognized expertise as part of Ipsos’ core executive team, is an important 
step in the execution of our 2025 Growth Plan and our ambition to combine both the 
best people and best technology together in making a difference for our clients”.  
 
ABOUT IPSOS 
 
Ipsos is one of the largest market research and polling companies globally, operating in 90 markets and 
employing over 18,000 people. 
 
Our passionately curious research professionals, analysts and scientists have built unique multi-specialist 
capabilities that provide true understanding and powerful insights into the actions, opinions and motivations 
of citizens, consumers, patients, customers or employees. Our 75 business solutions are based on primary 
data from our surveys, social media monitoring, and qualitative or observational techniques. 
 
“Game Changers” – our tagline – summarizes our ambition to help our 5,000 clients navigate with confidence 
our rapidly changing world. 
 
Founded in France in 1975, Ipsos has been listed on the Euronext Paris since July 1, 1999. The company is 
part of the SBF 120 and the Mid-60 indexes and is eligible for the Deferred Settlement Service (SRD). 
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